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J.S. Bach’s Der Geist Hilft unser Schwachheit auf (The Spirit Aids Our Weakness) 
BWV 226 was first heard in 1729 at the funeral for Johann Heinrich 
Ernesti. Ernesti was a rector of St. Thomas School, the educational 
institution associated with the church where Bach had been appointed 
cantor a half dozen years earlier. However, he also held a professorship at 
Leipzig University, and as a result, his funeral service was held at the 
university church, not St. Thomas’s. While Bach performed at the 
university church several times each year and his compositions were no 
doubt familiar there, this particular work of his arguably captured the 
intellectual-religious duality of Ernesti’s life (and more broadly the very idea 
of religious activity within a university setting) more fully than any which 
had been heard in that space. The composition is a motet (i.e., a sacred, 
vocal work) written for two choirs. Such a scoring at once calls to mind the 
rich German polychoral tradition that reached back roughly a century to 
similar works of Heinrich Schütz (1585–1672) while also providing Bach 
with a musical laboratory in which to experiment with texture and timbre. 
Even over the course of this relatively short work each choir is heard at 
times to converse amongst itself – singing both collectively and in 
counterpoint – and at others the two choirs interact with one another. 
Within these inter-choral exchanges one hears monologues, dialogues, 
echoes, moments of call-and-response, and even rapid-fire banter. 

Yet this panoply of sounds is at all times underpinned by the 
tension between intellect and faith. At “sondern der Geist selbst vertritt” 
(But the spirit itself pleads), for instance, the Biblical text is set in the most 
bookish musical style – namely, a fugue in which voices imitate one another 
in a strict (almost textbook) fashion. Rhythmic counterpoint, in which 
traditionally unstressed beats are heard momentarily as stressed beats, 
further stimulates the mind during this musical moment aimed at the spirit. 
In the third section – “Der aber die Herzen forschet” (But he who searches 
the hearts) – Bach shifted to a more ancient style reminiscent of Renaissance 
sacred music. The slower note values, more strictly regulated style of vocal 
writing, and predominantly imitative texture evoke a sound no longer heard 
regularly, but one largely relegated to study among students of music 
composition. In these ways, Bach’s music engenders a coexistence of 
intellectualism and religious belief, a purported paradox that consumed 
philosophers and scholars and composers and poets throughout the 
eighteenth century. The funeral motet ends, however, with a four-part 
setting of the chorale, “Du heilige Brunst” (You sacred warmth). It was 
likely known among the university parish, and thus, Bach invited audience 
participation, a collective statement of faith at the conclusion of the choral 

essay. Surely, it was no coincidence Bach passed over the first verse of the 
chorale, written by an anonymous author, opting instead to set to music the 
third verse, penned by the father of Protestantism, Martin Luther, who (like 
the recently departed subject of Bach’s motet) famously distinguished 
himself as man of the cloth leading a life of the mind. 
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